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Identification of HIV infection-related DNA methylation sites and advanced epigenetic aging in HIV+, treatment-naïve U.S. veterans
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Abstract

Objective—HIV-positive individuals are at higher risk than healthy persons for aging-related diseases, including myocardial infarction and non-AIDS defining cancers. Recent evidence suggests that HIV infection may modulate changes in the host cell epigenome, and these changes represent a potential mechanism through which HIV infection accelerates aging. We assessed the difference in DNAm age, an aging marker involving multiple age-related CpG sites, among antiretroviral treatment (ART) naïve HIV-positive and HIV-negative individuals in a cohort of veterans from the Veterans Aging Cohort Study (VACS).

Design—Peripheral blood samples were collected from 19 ART-naïve, HIV-positive and 19 HIV-negative male participants, matched by age and race. Blood samples were collected from HIV-positive participants 7–11 years after ART initiation.
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Methods—We compared DNAm age between HIV-positive and HIV-negative groups at baseline and between HIV-positive patients at baseline and follow-up. We also performed an epigenome-wide analysis to identify CpG methylation sites associated with HIV infection.

Results—DNAm age in HIV-positive individuals is, on average, 11.2 years higher than HIV-subjects at baseline, and 2 of 10 HIV-positive individuals showed an increase in DNAm age after ART initiation. Epigenome-wide association studies showed an association of HIV infection with one site, in gene VPS37B, which approached statistical significance in our cohort (p=3.30×10^{-6}, Bonferroni-corrected threshold=1.22×10^{-7}) and was replicated in a second, larger cohort.

Conclusion—ART treatment-naïve HIV-positive individuals have significantly older DNAm age compared to HIV-negative individuals in the VACS cohort. Longitudinal changes in DNAm age are highly variable across individuals after initiation of antiretroviral therapy.
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Background
Worldwide, it is estimated that 36.9 million people are living with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), with 2 million people newly infected in 2014 (World Health Organization, 2014). HIV has notoriously high evolutionary potential, attributable to its high mutation rate and rapid turnover upon infection of a human host [1]. This plasticity in the viral genome gives HIV sophisticated capacity to adapt to its host environment, improving its fitness. Recent evidence also suggests that HIV may induce alterations of the host genome that facilitate its survival and transmission [2].

Epigenetic modifications are changes to the genome of an organism that can alter transcriptional activity without affecting the nucleotide sequence, and recent evidence suggests that virally-mediated host epigenetic modifications play a pivotal role in the pathogenesis of HIV [2, 3]. CpG methylation, a type of epigenetic modification wherein a methyl group is attached to guanine in a G-C dinucleotide in the DNA sequence, is a dynamic process that can precipitate both transient and stable changes in gene expression. Research suggests that HIV infection represents an important driver of CpG methylation changes in the human genome through upregulation of methyltransferase proteins [4] and transcriptional effects on genes such as interleukin 2 (IL-2) [5], IGFBP6, and SATB2 [6]. At a population level, methylation in cis-regulatory regions of CCR5, the major coreceptor that mediates T-cell entry of HIV, is linked to HIV susceptibility and AIDS progression [7].

Age-associated methylation, or patterns of CpG methylation that correlate highly with chronological age in healthy individuals, are well characterized and may represent the cumulative effects of an epigenetic ‘maintenance system’ [8]. It has been suggested that activity, or lack of activity, of this maintenance system is a potential mechanism through which older individuals are at higher risk for age-related diseases. The methylation status of several hundred CpG sites associated with age has been used to create an algorithm for calculating biological age, or DNA methylation (DNAm) age [8].
HIV infection is also associated with increased risk of age-related conditions, including myocardial infarction and non-AIDS defining cancers \cite{9}. The cause for this increased risk is not well understood, but it is thought that HIV-positive patients experience some degree of accentuated aging. Persistent, HIV-related inflammation may result in accelerated immunosenescence mediated through changes in methylation patterns of leukocytes \cite{10}. Two recent studies that compared the DNA methylation (DNAm) ages of blood in HIV-positive and negative individuals reported that blood from HIV+ individuals is approximately five years older than that of controls \cite{11, 12}. Similar CpG sites are affected by both natural aging and HIV infection \cite{13}, with HIV infection accelerating age-related methylation changes in blood tissue by approximately 14 years \cite{13}. Commonalities between processes of natural aging and HIV infection may elucidate a mechanism through which HIV-positive individuals are at higher risk for aging-related diseases.

Our study aimed to assess the difference in DNA methylation age and identify specific CpG sites associated with HIV infection among antiretroviral treatment (ART) naïve HIV-positive and HIV-negative individuals in a cohort of veterans from the Veterans Aging Cohort Study (VACS). We focused on ART naïve HIV-positive individuals to avoid the potentially confounding effects of ART. Additionally, we assessed DNA methylation age longitudinally after ART initiation.

**Methods**

This pilot study included 19 treatment-naïve, HIV-positive and 19 HIV-negative male participants matched by age and race. Participants completed a questionnaire at baseline that collected clinical information, including BMI, the presence of chronic health conditions such as diabetes, and information on cigarette smoking. Peripheral whole blood samples were collected from participants at baseline and for HIV-positive patients at a follow-up visit 7–11 years after baseline. The study was approved by the Veteran’s Administration (VA) Research and Development Committee and the Institutional Review Board of Atlanta VA. All participants signed an informed consent.

Methylation arrays were performed on peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) using the Illumina 450k platform (Illumina, San Diego, California, USA) and the data were cleaned and normalized using subset-quantile within array normalization (SWAN) in the minfi package in R version 3.1.3 \cite{14}. After CpG filtering, 409,785 autosomal sites remained for analysis. We separately analyzed 11,080 CpG sites on the X chromosome \cite{15}.

DNA methylation age was calculated using the algorithm developed by Horvath et al. by uploading to the web-based DNA methylation age calculator tool \cite{8}. Differences of DNA methylation age between HIV-positive and HIV-negative groups were assessed using a paired t-test.

We performed multivariate linear regression to model DNA methylation age as a function of HIV infection, controlling for diabetes, BMI, smoking status, and cell type proportions, which are established epigenetic modifiers. The proportions of six different cell types, including granulocyte, monocyte, natural killer cells (NK), B cell, CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, were projected based on cell-type specific DNA methylation sites from a reference panel of sorted cells \cite{16}.
We modeled these calculated leukocyte proportions as covariates to control for confounding effects on epigenetic associations due to the shift of cellular proportions.

Mixed linear regression models for the effect of HIV on methylation status at individual CpG sites included a random effect for chip and were run using the nlme package in R (Pinheiro J et al. and R Core Team 2016). The final adjusted model for the epigenome-wide analysis included BMI, diabetes status, smoking status (current smoking vs. non-current smoking), and cell type proportions (age was not included since subjects were matched on this factor). A Bonferroni correction was used to determine statistical significance, with the threshold for significance at \( p=1.2 \times 10^{-7} \). The top associations with HIV infection were replicated in a publicly available dataset (GSE67751, \([11]\)).

Results

The average age of subjects at baseline was 51.1 years. HIV- subjects had, on average, higher BMI (\( p=0.034 \)), and were more likely to have diabetes (\( p=0.047 \)) and lipidemia (\( p=0.008 \)). DNAm age was correlated with chronological age (\( R^2=0.46 \)) (Supp. Table 1). The difference between DNAm age and chronological age was significantly different at baseline (\( p=0.007 \)) between HIV-positive and HIV-negative groups; the average difference was 11.2 years (95% CI: 7.7–14.6) and 5.0 years (95% CI: 2.7–7.3), respectively (Figure 1A). HIV infection was associated with DNAm age in a model adjusted for diabetes, BMI, and current smoking. This association diminished when adjusting for cell type proportions, including in a model only adjusted for CD4 T-cell proportion (Supp. Table 2).

Follow-up visits ranged from 7.9 to 10.1 years after the baseline visit, with an average of 9.1 years between baseline and follow-up. DNAm age trajectory of patients from baseline to follow-up (controlling for age) showed high inter-patient variation (Figure 1B); two out of ten individuals had increased DNAm age difference.

Epigenome-wide association studies showed no CpG sites that reached significance in their association with HIV infection (Table 1, Supp. Figure 1, 2). In a model adjusted for current smoking, diabetes status, BMI and cell type proportions (Inflation factor: 0.946), the most significant CpG site (cg25625162, \( p=3.30 \times 10^{-6} \)) was in a known gene on chromosome 12, VPS37B (vacuolar protein sorting 37 homolog B), the products of which are involved in HIV life cycle and infection \([17]\). HIV+ individuals had, on average, 7% higher (95% CI: 4.6–9.5%) methylation at this site than HIV- individuals. The remaining four top sites could either not be mapped near or in a known gene (cg09801824, cg10580269), or were not in genes specifically associated with HIV infection (cg01424145, cg27097962). The association with cg25625162 in VPS37B persisted in the model adjusted only for BMI, diabetes status, and lipidemia (\( p=6.70 \times 10^{-6} \)), characteristics that were unbalanced between the HIV+ and HIV- groups at baseline, and in the unadjusted model (\( p=6.48 \times 10^{-7} \)) (Supp. Table 1). A regional plot of the VPS37B gene showed that only one CpG site of the 35 sites in the region of this gene interrogated by the array approached significance for the association with HIV infection (Supp. Figure 3).
We replicated the association of HIV infection with cg25625162 (p<0.0001) in a second cohort of 23 HIV-positive and 69 controls[11] controlling for age and sex. PBMCs were obtained from the National Neurological AIDS Bank study or Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study in Los Angeles. Cases and controls had a mean age of 45 years (range, 24–68 years) and 51 years (range, 35–64 years), respectively. A meta-analysis combining the two cohorts using a fixed effects model showed a significant combined effect (Supp. Figure 4). Five additional associations from the top ten most significant CpG sites in the VACS cohort analysis were significant at a 0.05 level when replicated in the second cohort (cg03152187, cg04067612, cg09801824, cg10580269, cg11630226) (Table 1).

Discussion

Using DNAmt age as a marker of biological aging, the peripheral blood cells of HIV-positive individuals are, on average, ‘older’ than HIV-negative individuals, but changes in DNAmt age are highly variable across individuals after initiation of ART. Modeling HIV as a predictor of DNAmt age indicated that the association between HIV and DNAmt age is perhaps driven by methylation patterns in CD4 T cells, since controlling for the proportion of CD4 T cells attenuated the association between HIV status and DNAmt age. Using an epigenome-wide approach, we found that the most significant CpG site in both our adjusted and unadjusted models was located in a gene related to HIV infection and the viral life cycle: VPS37B, a component of the ESCRT-1 complex that regulates vesicular trafficking processes and thus viral budding and transport. Methylation in the region of this gene may alter ESCRT-1 activity, potentially enhancing the budding of HIV virions from the host cell. The emergence of this CpG site in our genome-wide screen provides evidence for the theory that HIV infection may indeed manipulate methylation patterns in this region.

These associations are consistent with previous work showing that methylation patterns are different in HIV-positive as compared to healthy individuals[11, 13], and support the theory that infection precipitates changes in CpG methylation. It is plausible that host cell DNA methylation changes represent an adaptive technique to increase the virus’ ability to survive, replicate, and establish latency in human cells. These methylation changes, coupled with previous evidence that HIV infection and aging are associated with changes at similar CpG sites, may begin to explain the increase in aging-related outcomes observed in HIV-positive individuals.

This study selected treatment-naïve HIV+ patients for comparison to HIV-negative patients, since ART has been shown to have an effect on CpG methylation through its effect on viremia[13]. This design allows us to examine the methylation effects of HIV infection itself, rather than the combination of HIV infection and therapy. Further, this study allowed us to assess changes in DNAmt age before and several years after ART initiation. The potential beneficial effects of ART on DNAmt age is suggested by the observation that the majority of HIV-positive individuals (80%) showed improved DNAmt age difference after long-term ART.

The sample size was restricted, which affects detection of significant epigenome-wide associations across a large number of CpG sites. However, we were able to replicate the
association for cg25625162 (VPS37B) in another cohort. Our sample size also limited our ability to control for important confounding factors, including cell type in the DNA methylation analysis, without an unacceptable loss of precision in our models. However, we controlled for smoking behaviors, BMI, and diabetes status, three of the strongest markers of lifestyle and environmental factors expected to influence CpG methylation. Our sample was composed of patients from the VA medical system, which provides comprehensive care to patients of any age testing positive for HIV. However, the HIV-negative persons recruited in this cohort were those seeking primary care at the VA. Notably, the DNA methylation age in this group was 5.0 years older than the chronological age on average, which likely reflects the high burden of age-related diseases among HIV-negative individuals who seek primary care at VA hospitals. Furthermore, a lack of CpG coverage in the 450k panel in genes known to be associated with HIV infection, such as CCR5 and FOXP3, prevented us from assessing methylation at these sites. Lastly, we assessed PMBCs as an aggregated summary of multiple cell types to identify any DNA methylation site associated with HIV infection. Although several subtypes of PBMCs may be affected by HIV infection, we were not able to investigate the cell type-specific epigenetic association using sorted cells in this study. Future functional studies should consider cell type-specific epigenetic associations with HIV infection, various stages of cellular differentiation, and molecular mechanisms mediating the epigenetic modification among PLHIV.

These associations are the result of data from a small and unique sample and should be regarded with caution. However, it is notable that under such circumstances, associations with CpG sites in genes relevant to HIV infection were nonetheless observed. Additional research should aim to replicate these associations in larger longitudinal cohorts that can provide more comprehensive and robust information on HIV infection-related epigenetic changes.
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Figure 1. Difference between patients' chronological age and calculated DNAm age
A. Difference between DNAm age and age, by HIV status, for VACS subjects. Solid horizontal black lines denote the respective means for each group; the dotted line is the overall mean. Blue lines and the red shape represent individual measurements and the density trace, respectively. B. Difference between DNAm age and age, at baseline and follow-up for HIV+ individuals only. The bottommost line reflects two lines that are nearly coincident with one another.
Table 1

Most significant CpG sites in EWAS of HIV infection adjusted for BMI, diabetes status, smoking, and cell proportions (VACS), adjusted for age, sex, and cell proportions and their replication in GSE67751

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CpG site</th>
<th>Chromosome</th>
<th>MAPINFO</th>
<th>P-value, HIV</th>
<th>Regression coefficient (SE), HIV</th>
<th>UCSC Gene Name</th>
<th>P-value, HIV GSE67751</th>
<th>Regression coefficient (SE), HIV GSE67751</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cg25625162</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>123373173</td>
<td>3.30×10^{-6}</td>
<td>0.0706 (0.012)</td>
<td>VPS37B</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.1383 (0.016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cg09801824</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>74076930</td>
<td>5.43×10^{-6}</td>
<td>0.0570 (0.010)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.1741 (0.012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cg01424145</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>44285333</td>
<td>7.20×10^{-6}</td>
<td>-0.0463 (0.008)</td>
<td>KCNN4</td>
<td>0.8473</td>
<td>0.0027 (0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cg27097962</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>105780695</td>
<td>1.38×10^{-5}</td>
<td>-0.0086 (0.002)</td>
<td>PACS2</td>
<td>0.5368</td>
<td>0.0010 (0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cg10580269</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>69056515</td>
<td>1.51×10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.0467 (0.009)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.0753 (0.008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>